Lipases, also known as glycerol ester hydrolases (EC 3.1.1.3), belong to the hydrolase enzyme class and were originally employed for the hydrolysis of ester bonds. In addition to plants and animals, in which these enzymes are widespread, many microorganisms (natural or genetically engineered) are also capable of actively producing these enzymes both in endogenous and exogenous forms.
Lipases, also known as glycerol ester hydrolases (EC 3.1.1.3), belong to the hydrolase enzyme class and were originally employed for the hydrolysis of ester bonds. In addition to plants and animals, in which these enzymes are widespread, many microorganisms (natural or genetically engineered) are also capable of actively producing these enzymes both in endogenous and exogenous forms.
Lipases are unique enzymes in that they require interfacial activation for full catalytic performance, a fact that was initially established in 1958 by Sarda and Desnuelle.' (An interface is hereby considered as the imaginary surface that separates two physically distinct phases, which corresponds on the molecular level to a set of two adjacent layers of ordered molecules, one more hydrophobic and the other more hydrophilic in nature.) Although several theories have been postulated to explain the observed enhancement of lipase activity upon formation of an interface,2 recent reports evolving from paneuropean projects on lipases sponsored by the BRIDGE (EC) and the Nordic (Scandinavian) protein engineering programs have shed, in a dramatic fash-ion, experimental light over such theoretical interpretations via determination of the three-dimensional structure of 10 lipases and characterization of the kinetic behavior and stereoselectivity of 25 different lipases. It is now well established that: 1) all lipases share primary sequence homologies including significant regions His-X-Y-Gly-Z-Ser-WGly or Y-Gly-His-Ser-W-Gly (where X, Y, Z, and W denote generic amino acid residues)3; and 2) the serine residue at the active site is protected by a flap (or o-helical lid), which opens upon contact of the lipase with an interface and thus leads to restructuring of the lipase by creating an electrophilic region (the oxyanion hole) around the aforementioned serine residue, by exposing hydrophobic residues, and by burying hydrophilic ones, all of which increase the affinity of the complex for lipid substrates and help stabilize the transition state intermediate during catalysisU The requirement for an interface (irrespective of its nature) is critical; even if one uses a hydrophobic solvent, there are small local pools of water remaining within the folded structure of the lipase, and those water pools in the vicinity of the active site may provide the local interface necessary for enzyme activation.
Lipases catalyze a series of different reactions. In fact, although they were designed by nature to cleave ester bonds of triacylglycerols with the concomitant consumption of water molecules (hydrolysis), lipases are also able to catalyze the reverse reaction under microaqueous conditions, viz. the formation of ester bonds between alcohol and carboxylic acid moieties (ester synthesis). These two basic processes can then be combined in a sequential fashion to give rise to a set of reactions generally termed interesterifications. Depending on the particular starting point in terms of substrates, one may have acidolysis (where an acyl moiety is displaced between an acylglycerol and a carboxylic acid), alcoholysis (where an acyl moiety is displaced between an acylglycerol and an alcohol), and transesterification (where two acyl moieties are exchanged between two acylglycer01s). All these processes are depicted in Figure 1 .
Although lipase-catalyzed reactions can also be carried out using inorganic, metal-derived catalysts, the interest generated by these enzymes as biotechnological vectors for the achievement of various types of reactions in both macroand microaqueous systems has expanded formidably during the last decade. Indeed, lipase-catalyzed reactions resemble closely the pathways designed by nature for the metabolism of live beings, and so the reaction mechanisms and processes associated therewith may be viewed as more environment friendly than bulk syntheses. Furthermore, lipases are capable of producing a wide variety of products with potential high purity (and consequently high added value) resulting from their substrate specificity and stereospecificity. Because of the low activation energies involved, further advantages of lipases include mild reaction conditions of temperature and pH, which lead to reduced energy consumption and less extensive thermal damage to reactants and products.
Although technical staff are well aware of their versatility and possible applications in industry, the use of lipases is not yet as significant as that associated with such other enzymes as proteases and carbohydrases. This may be because of, first, most detailed studies involving lipases are recent and the usual time lag prior to full commercial exploitation has not yet elapsed, and, second, their cost is still relatively high, a constraint that will eventually be overcome in the coming years as a result of evolution encompassing their extraction and purification, as well as their production via genetic engineering. The manufacture of household detergents remains the biggest market for industrial enzymes in general, but only now is this market opening up for lipases after genetic design aiming at sufficient high stability and activity under the alkaline conditions prevailing in washing processes. Currently, one of the major application of lipases is in the dairy industry for the controlled hydrolysis of milk fat, a process which is useful for acceleration of cheese ripening, flavor enhancement of butter, manufacture of cheeselike products, and preparation of enzyme-modified cheeses for use as ingredients in dressings, soups, and sauces.
Lipases possess high potential for hydrolysis, glycerolysis, and alcoholysis of bulk fats and oils because of their high specificity and the relative purity of the products derived therefrom. The use of such enzymes avoids the need for the high temperatures required by nonenzymatic splitting, which leads to thermal degradation of the products (e.g., generation of off-flavors and off-colors) and so to the need for postprocessing purification and refining. The upgrading of fats by specific syntheses and the randomization of structured triglycerides is also possible by the use of appropriate lipases, thus allowing the tailoring of fats for desired functional and nutritional properties. Another application pertains to the production of w3-polyunsaturated fatty acid (o3-PUFA) concentrates from fish liver oils (which have been claimed to provide beneficial health effects via prevention of coronary heart diseases) for use as nutropharmaceutical food supplements, and sequential lipase-catalyzed chemical incorporation in triglycerides.
Another industrial application with a promising future is the lipase-mediated production of optically pure compounds (rather than racemic mixtures) for pharmaceutical and finechemical uses. Lipase-catalyzed resolution of racemic aqueous mixtures can occur through asymmetric hydrolysis of the corresponding esters, whereas in nonaqueous media, this approach can be extended to stereo-and regiospecific (trans)esterification reactions. The synthesis of optically active polymers can also be accomplished by this route.
Further applications of lipases in industry include (but are not limited to) the production of emulsifiers for personal care products (skin and suntan creams and bath oils), esters of fatty acids and fatty alcohols (wax esters), and oil waste treatment.
Immobilization of lipases
Lipases are spontaneously soluble in aqueous solutions (as a result of their globular protein nature), but their natural substrates (i.e., lipids) are not. Although use of a proper organic solvent or an emulsifier helps overcoming the problem of intimate contact between substrate and enzyme, the practical use of lipases in such pseudohomogeneous reaction systems poses technological difficulties (viz. contamination of the products with residual enzymatic activity) and economic difficulties (viz. use of the enzyme for a single Review reactor pass). The former leads to constraints on the product level, because the final characteristics of the product depend on such postprocessing conditions as storage time and temperature. The latter leads to constraints on the process level, because the useful life of the enzyme is restricted to the space time of the reactor (on the assumption that the space time is small compared with the time scale associated with deactivation of the enzyme). In both cases, part of the overall potential enzymatic activity is lost. If the lipase is immobilized, then it becomes an independent phase within the reaction system, which may be easily retained in the reactor via mechanical means with concomitant advantages in preventing contamination of the products and extending its useful active life.
Immobilized lipases are considered hereafter as lipases which are localized in a defined region of space, which is enclosed by an imaginary or material barrier which allows for physical separation of the enzyme from the bulk reaction medium, and which is at the same time permeable to reactant and product molecules. Rending a lipase immobilized may therefore be achieved by engineering the enzyme microenvironment or macroenvironment. Examples of engineering on the level of the microenvironment of the enzyme encompass immobilization by attachment to a carrier (e.g., covalent attachment, hydrophobic and ion exchange adsorption, and cross-linking) and immobilization by containment in a barrier (e.g., microencapsulation using lipid vesicles, containment in reversed micelles, entrapment in polymeric matrices, and confinement in ultrafiltration hollow fibers). Engineering on the level of the macroenvironment of the enzyme may proceed via modification of the reaction medium (e.g., precipitation in an organic solvent).
In addition to the lipase, immobilization also requires an immobilizing agent (i.e., a force that keeps the enzyme as a separate phase from the bulk reaction medium). Such a force can be established between two enzyme molecules, E-E (e.g., cross-linking, intermolecular cystein and/or salt bridges, and intermolecular hydrogen bonds), or between one enzyme molecule and another catalytically inert molecule, E-C (e.g., covalent attachment, ion exchange, and hydrophobic interaction), or between two catalytically inert molecules, C-C (e.g., entrapment and mechanical containment). Virtually every immobilization protocol employed to date for lipases encompasses immobilizing agent(s) at one, two, or all three levels of interaction considered (i.e., E-E, E-C, and C-C, respectively). The immobilizing agent thus comprises: 1) covalent forces as in covalent attachment, cross-linking, entrapment via polymerization, containment within porous membranes of polymeric nature, and intermolecular cysteine bridges during precipitation; 2) ionic forces as in ion exchange, containment within porous membranes of mineral nature, and intermolecular salt bridges during precipitation in apolar solvents; 3) hydrogen bonds as in intermolecular interaction between hydrogen atoms and electronegative atoms during precipitation in apolar solvents; and 4) van der Waals forces as in hydrophobic adsorption, reversed micelles, microencapsulation, containment within porous membranes of monomeric and hydrophobic nature, and precipitation in polar solvents. The immobilizing agent may also include a material ligand; this is the case of multifunctional molecules in cross-linking and spacer molecules in covalent attachment following preliminary derivatization of the support.
The carrier (or the barrier) is an entity larger in size than the enzyme molecule (which may therefore be considered as a continuum) to which the enzyme is directly bound or within which the enzyme is confined, and has the role of helping in the creation of an immobilized, enzyme-rich phase. This support is absent in the case of cross-linking and plain precipitation of the enzyme in an organic solvent. The support may be a liquid, as in reversed micelles, or a solid, as in most of the commonly employed immobilization protocols.
When carriers (with lipase attached to them) or barriers (with lipase confined to them) are used to immobilize a lipase, considerations on three levels of structure are in the order: macroscopic level, microscopic level, and submicroscopic level. At the macroscopic level, there may be one dominant dimension (e.g., the length in the case of hollow fibers), two dominant dimensions (e.g., the surface in the case of flat-sheet membranes), or three dominant dimensions (e.g., the volume in the case of beads or dried micellia). The dominant dimension(s) are determined by the manufacture process and are directly related to the characteristics of the flow within the reactor (see below). In terms of microscopic characteristics, two factors are of relevance for solid supports: the thickness, on the one hand, and the molecules and unable to significantly affect the movement of the reacting molecules. Both configurations have, however, been seldom reported to date for the case of lipase reactors.
The other (more frequent) situation consists in the confinement of the lipase to a given portion of space within the reacting fluid defined by physical boundaries coinciding with interfaces; such a configuration requires the existence of at least two phases which are separable by such purely mechanical means as settling, centrifugation, or filtration. Various possibilities exist here for reactors containing immobilized lipases, but most situations fall within one of the following cases: 1) a lipase in solid form precipitated within an organic liquid phase; 2) a lipase in soluble form in an aqueous phase and confined by a solid ultrafiltration membrane; 3) a lipase contained in an aqueous phase and confined by a surfactant liquid membrane within an organic liquid phase; 4) a lipase entrapped within a threedimensional polymeric matrix dispersed within an organic liquid phase, or dispersed within an aqueous phase; and 5) a lipase attached to a solid support and dispersed within an organic liquid phase, or dispersed within an aqueous phase. All these cases of technological feasibility and practical interest may be represented in the set of Cartesian axes depicted in Figure 2 in the portion of space corresponding to the triangular pyramid outlined in bold.
There are several reactor configurations described in the literature which have been used in studies of immobilized lipases, as are depicted in Table 1 (where references are written in chronological order). Important characteristics as type of reaction, solvent (if any), substrate(s), reactor configuration, source of lipase, method of immobilization, immobilizing agent, and nature of carrier/barrier (if any) are also listed.
As discussed before, use of emulsifiers promotes formation of a pseudouniphase reaction system. However, emulsion systems have several drawbacks: relatively low productivity, need of high-speed stirring to prevent clumping, requirement for powerful centrifuging or solvent extraction for separation of product from emulsifier, virtual impossibility of reutilization of the enzyme, and difficult control of the water concentration. These difficulties can be circumvented by immobilizing the lipase, and enclosing it via one of several possibilities, namely, in batch stirred-tank reactors (BSTRs), packed-bed reactors (PBRs), fluidized-bed reactors (FBRs), or membrane reactors.
BSTRs are the reactors most commonly used; this reactor configuration accounts for more than two thirds of all reported uses (see TubEe I). These reactors operate batchwise and consist of a vessel in which the reactant fluid mixture is stirred by some mechanical means (e.g., magnetic bars, submerged impellers, reciprocal oscillators, or endover-end rotators) in a way that avoids the existence of temperature and concentration gradients. The immobilized enzyme is separated from the reaction medium at the end of the reaction by filtration or centrifugation. These reactors are easy to operate (e.g., heat, cool, clean, and maintain) and normally require a very limited set of auxiliary equipment; however, the upper average overall volumetric throughput porous structure, on the other. Small thicknesses and high porosities are usually sought to minimize diffusional limitations upon substrates and maximize available area for lipase attachment, but they also lead to mechanical weakness; hence, a compromise must be reached. The submicroscopic character is a direct result of the molecular characteristics of the carrier and may range from hydrophilic (i.e., essentially polar) to hydrophobic (i.e., essentially nonpolar). In the case of hydrophobic carriers, the immobilized enzyme is soaked in the organic liquid phase, whereas in hydrophilic carriers the immobilized enzyme is soaked in water; the former situation is useful if one wants deactivation reactions of the enzyme to be maintained as slow as possible, whereas the latter situation should be used when hydrolysis reactions are desired.
An overview of the various reactor configurations employing immobilized lipases in the light of the framework introduced above will be presented in the next section. Later, the characteristic physicochemical features of such reactors (activity, stability, and optimum operating conditions) will be listed whenever available followed by control and economic considerations.
Reactors with immobilized lipases
An immobilized lipase reactor, which, as previously explained, is a more cost-effective reactional alternative than a soluble lipase reactor, may be viewed as a portion of space in which the lipase macroscopic movement is restricted to its boundaries. Therefore, the ratio of the length scale associated with the hydrodynamic eddies of the reaction medium to the length scale associated with the reactor may range from zero (a situation that corresponds to pure molecular transport of the reacting species between the reaction medium and the enzyme) to unity (a situation that corresponds to pure, long-range convection of the reacting molecules through the reactor). This concept is illustrated in Generation of hydrodynamic eddies may result solely from Brownian motion (as in reactors operated batchwise under virtually stagnant conditions), or from some extent of mechanical input to the reacting system via shaft work (as in solid rotational agitators) or via non-shaft work (as in bubbling of a gas within the liquid system or in deliberately disturbing the liquid stream-line pattern following the motionless mixer principle as in reactors operated continuously under essentially turbulent conditions). In general, contact of the reactants with the immobilized lipase is improved by convection relative to plain molecular transport; however, convection is also associated with higher shear rates and/or higher times of exposure to shear (in the case of rotational or motionless agitation), or with higher surface tension and/ or higher interfacial areas (in the case of bubbling agitation), both of which promote disturbances of the elaborate threedimensional shape of the lipase molecules that lead to faster deactivation.
Confinement of the lipase to a given portion of space within the reacting fluid defined by imaginary boundaries requires either an electromagnetic or a gravitational field able to function as a barrier to the movement of the enzyme 
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Rhizopus sp. in PBRs with or without recycle. The pumping requirements increase usually in the order of: tangential flow, normal flow, contour flow, and random flow; preselection of one of these types of flow usually results from a compromise between the high activity of immobilized enzyme (available surface area for immobilization is considerably different for the various types of flows described) and low pressure drops. An inspection of Table 1 indicates that among all immobilization protocols, adsorption has been clearly elected by most researchers. The ease of immobilization, absence of expensive and toxic chemicals, ability to retain the specific activity and selectivity of the lipase virtually unchanged with respect to its soluble form, and feasibility of regeneration (based on the partial reversibility of the immobilization technique) may partially account for this realization. Examples of physicochemical parameters able to describe adsorbed lipases are given in Tables is the concentration of lipase adsorbed, Gip.frt?e is the concentration of lipase in the bulk of the supematant solution, Klip is an adsorption equilibrium constant and Clip,ads,mar is the maximum concentration of lipase that can ever be adsorbed. It has been shown7 that this model provides accurate (empiric) fittings to adsorption data of several enzymes even though the theoretical assumptions underlying it are not at all met by proteins. The temperature dependence of Klip can be expressed via van't Hoff s relationship in view of its (tentative) nature of an equilibrium constant, viz. K+ = Bexp{ -hh,ip,,dJRTJ, where B is a preexponential constant, R is the ideal gas constant, T denotes the absolute temperature, and Ah,,,, represents the standard enthalpy change accompanying the adsorption of lipase onto the membrane surface. The values suggested for hh,,,dS7 were 5.3 kJ mol-' (for the overall protein) and 20.5 kJ mol-i (for the lipase), both of which is relatively low because of dead times taken up by the operations of emptying, cleaning, and filling, and so economic considerations constrain their large scale use.
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Because of their high efficiency, low cost and ease of construction, operation and maintenance, PBRs, also known as fixed-bed reactors, have traditionally been used for most large-scale catalytic reactions. In these reactors, the granules of immobilized enzyme are usually packed within a jacketed thermostatted pipe or column, thus providing a large surface area per unit volume of reaction. In the presence of a single phase, pumping may be made upward (to avoid extensive bypassing) or downward (to take advantage of gravitational forces), whereas in a biphase situation the two phases may be pumped in opposite directions (countercurrent flows) with the most dense flowing downward, or in the same direction (cocurrent flows). Great pressure drops are normally associated with this kind of reactor, especially if diffusional limitations are to be alleviated by decreasing the mesh size of the bed granules.
In CSTRs, no gradients of temperature or concentration exist, because of the efficient stirring which promotes intimate contact of the enzyme with the reaction mixture. The immobilized enzyme is retained within the reactor by means of a filter at the outlet. Low costs of construction are normally associated with these reactors, but to achieve similar degrees of conversion, a CSTR must be larger than a PBR, or a cascade should be used instead of a single unit (with concomitant problems of layout space requirements).
An FBR is, in a sense, a hybrid of a CSTR and a PBR, for which the upward linear velocity of reacting fluid is above the terminal velocity of the bed of enzyme. The usually high pump size and power requirement nevertheless prevent extensive use of this type of reactor.
Membrane or diaphragm reactors (which are in essence the linear counterpart of a PBR) may be operated with one or two liquid phases. In these reactors, the enzyme is immobilized onto the membrane, which may take either a flat sheet (FSMR) or hollow fiber (HFMR) form. Because of the role of the membrane in the segregation of two immiscible fluids, membrane reactors are commonly employed for biphasic liquid systems. Prevention and elimination of membrane pore plugging is considerably more difficult than packed-bed plugging in a PBR, but the lower pressure drops for a given specific area of reaction usually compensate for such drawback.
In what concerns the flow of the reacting fluid from the point of view of the solid carrier or barrier, a combination of two or more of the following four extreme situations arises: 1) tangential flow or 2) normal flow (which occur usually with membranes in either FSMRs or HFMRs), and 3) contour flow and 4) random flow (which are typical of particulate solids as in PBRs). If two liquid phases are flown tangentially, their relative direction of motion may also be classified as cocurrent or countercurrent. The tangential flow occurs in membrane reactors operated continuously, or operated batchwise under total recycle conditions; the normal flow corresponds to bulk flow of the reaction system through the carrier or the barrier, and again is typical of membrane reactors; the random flow encompasses BSTRs and CSTRs, as well as FBRs; and the contour flow is found compare well with data obtained for other proteins,8 whereas the values found for l3 were 8.17 -lo5 and 9.70 -lo* dm3 mol-', respectively, also similar to the values found for hog pancreas lipase immobilized on Sepharose9 and on siliconized glass. lo Although there is no special prerequisite for selecting a particular functional form to describe the variation of the saturation coverage parameter (Clip,adsLmax ) with temperature, Malcata et ~1.' tested three alternative empirical approaches for correlating this parameter and concluded that Clip,ads,mas = aexp( -Ah,iP,,i,/RT), where CY and Ah,,,, are constants, provided the best fit. The results in Tables 2 and 3 are useful for the prediction of the amount of lipase that can be adsorbed onto a given support, which in principle correlates with the lipolytic activity that will be available.
The principle of reversibility in adsorption of lipase has been questioned based on the observation that desorption of the lipase into plain aqueous buffer does not occur significantly. It has been claimed ' l that during the adsorption process, the protein molecules which are essentially folded in the beginning and thus able to contact the surface at only one site (or, at most, at a very limited number of sites) begin slowly to unfold upon contact, thus allowing more of their surface to come into contact with the support and consequently creating a multiplicity of binding sites; although breakage of contact at a single site is quite feasible, desorption via simultaneous detachment of the protein segments from all binding sites is an extremely improbable event. This pseudoadsorption process is assumed to basically consist of a temporary reversible alteration of the lipase conformation upon change of the nature of the microenvironment with concomitant lowering of the total Gibbs' free energy of the system (as required for a spontaneous process), which eventually becomes irreversible; the forward process (that is, adsorption) is expected to be largely favored when compared with the reverse process (that is, desorption) in the case of lipases, as these enzymes are especially hydrophobic.
However, proteins may desorb readily upon addition of a component possessing larger free energy of adsorption (e.g., another protein), which will compete for binding sites with the already bound protein, or of a solvent possessing both hydrophilic and hydrophobic character (e.g., ethanol).
In terms of the design of immobilized lipase reactors, consideration of the time scales associated with the physicochemical processes in question should be made. Three major types of processes are to be considered: 1) transport of the reactant (product) molecules of reactants from (to) the bulk of the reaction system to (from) the vicinity of the immobilized lipase, 2) transformation of the reactant molecules by chemical reaction catalyzed by the immobilized lipase, and 3) deactivation of the immobilized lipase. The order of magnitude analyses, based on the assumptions that these processes are essentially diffusion-driven (with diffusivity D and molecular path L), and described by MichaelisMenten kinetics (with maximum rate vmar) and first-order decay (with rate constant k,), respectively, indicate that good estimates of the time scales associated therewith are given by L2fD, C&J,,,, and l/k,, respectively, where Co is the initial concentration of limiting substrate. If L2/D < Cdvma.x % l/k,, then the process is kinetically controlled; if
Cdv-G L21D 6 Ilk,, then the process is diffusion controlled; if l/k, -G Cdvmm, L21D, then the process is deactivation controlled. Knowledge of the controlling factor al- Table 4 Total (remember that oils and fats of natural origin are complex feedstocks with several fatty acid residues). If one considers only the reactions naturally catalyzed by lipases, i.e., the breakdown of tri-, di-, and monoglycerides by hydrolysis; the esterification of glycerol, mono-, and diglycerides with fatty acids; and the various combinations of these reactions falling under the denomination of interesterifications, and if the different fatty acid moieties susceptible to lipase catalytic action number up to N, then the total number of possible independent chemical reactions is shown in Table 4 . Such a number is paramount for as few moieties as 10. For this reason, most attempts to develop accurate rate expressions have been based either on experimental data encompassing virtually pure reactants coupled with (complex) rate expressions, or on lumped experimental data obtained for natural (complex) systems coupled with simplified lumped rate expressions. Detailed kinetic mechanisms and associated rate expressions depart from the scope of this communication, where only parameter estimates based on such simplifications as the assumption of first-order behavior for the lipase deactivation reactions and the assumption of Michaelis-Menten behavior for the lipase-catalyzed reactions are considered. Lists of the parameters associated with those two mechanisms for immobilized lipases are given in Tables 5 and 6 .
The activation energies associated with v_ and kd are listed in Table 7 under the assumption that both parameters follow the (empirical) Arrhenius law; as expected, the activation energies for the deactivation of lipases are in general considerably higher than those for lipase-catalyzed reactions, but within the usual range for hydrolases (from 65.7 to 615.0 kJ * mol-' 12*13). When one compares the values of lows one to devise ways to improve the kinetic performance of the reactor in an educated fashion. Data and discussion pertaining to these parameters and to the rate expressions containing them which describe reactions catalyzed by immobilized lipases are presented in the next section.
Activity, stability, optimum operating conditions, and economic assessments
The number of reactions catalyzed by lipases increases rapidly as the number of existing fatty acid moieties increases Table 8 Catalytic activity retained upon immobilization the activation energies for lipase-catalyzed reactions with those for other immobilized hydrolases, the former seem to be somewhat lower; for lipases, activation energies range from 0.97 to 34.5 kJ mol-I, whereas for other enzymes they range from 14.33 to 49.0 kJ mo1-'.14J5 (It may be argued that the Michaelis-Menten mechanism, on the one hand, and the unimolecular deactivation mechanism, on the other, provide simplistic views of the reaction schemes in question; however, parameters v_ and K,,,, on the one hand, and kd [or, equivalently, k, n = Zn(2)/k, ] , on the other, provide consistent frameworks for the assessment of activities and stabilities irrespective of the enzyme under consideration, and have so been used for comparative kinetic assessments since the beginning of this century.)
The effect of immobilization upon the intrinsic activity of lipases is depicted in Tables 8 and 9 , Immobilization seems either to inhibit the action of lipases or dramatically enhance it. However, care should be exercised to use the same basis for the reference of activity; if amount of protein is used as a basis, the selectivity of the immobilization process toward lipase when compared with other proteins in crude lipase preparations may partially account for some of the enhancement factors reported.' Because lipases are proteins, their conformation is affected by both pH and temperature, and so their catalytic power is expected to exhibit optima for these two operating parameters as happens with most enzymes; this assertion is apparent from an inspection of Tables 10 and Il. Upon immobilization, the optimum pH for reactions catalyzed by lipases is slightly shifted toward more alkaline values. In view of the established serine-based nucleophilic attack aided by a histidine residue working as a base, this observation is expected because the (at least) partial opening of the lid upon immobilization is likely to expose the His at the active site more directly to solution hydrogen ions, and so only less acidic conditions yield the unprotonated form of NA, Not available the imidazolium ring required for a basic behavior. After immobilization one can also notice a shift toward higher optimum temperature values. Increasing temperature generally increases the rate of a lipase-catalyzed reaction per unit amount of active enzyme; however, increasing temperature also leads to a higher thermal deactivation rate of the lipase itself, thus yielding decreasing amounts of active enzyme. Because immobilization provides a more rigid external backbone for lipase molecules, the effect of higher temperatures in breaking the interactions that are responsible for the proper globular, catalytically active structure becomes less notorious, and so temperature optima are expected to increase. The optimum water levels (Table 12) for lipasecatalyzed reactions vary from as low as 0.042 (%v/v) to as high as 50 (%v/v); such discrepancies are related to whether net esterification or net hydrolysis is sought, respectively. Nil values are not suitable, because stripping of catalytic water from the vicinity of the lipase would not permit enzyme action; on the other hand, water levels above stoichiometry ratios do not favor the conversion extent, and also help in increasing the deactivation rate of the lipase.
A chemical catalyst such as metallic sodium, which is used to promote acyl migration among glyceride molecules, distributes the acyl residues randomly among them. By exploiting the specificity of lipases, however, it is possible to produce more useful glyceride mixtures by selective interesterification. In view of the effect of water in determining the dominant direction of a lipase-catalyzed process, maximum productivity of triglyceride and low concentration of Enzyme Microb. Technol., 1996, vol. 18, May 1 411 other by-products such as diglycerides (which disturb the polymorphic state of fat crystals by softening them,i6 and therefore produce lower quality additives for confectionary products) requires accurate control of the water content in the reaction medium, and such control also leads to more predictable rates of deactivation of the lipase." A feedback control system (with a hygrometer as sensor) coupled with two regulatory control systems (a feedforward/feedback controller with an on-line enzyme activity estimator and a state estimator based on a Kalman filter) was successfully employed18 to master the glyceride composition of fats and oils during continuous interesterification. Numerical models which deal with the dynamic behavior of the water concentration are important when evaluating dynamic characteristics, optimizing outlet conversion, and designing control systems. If such models are capable of providing good representations of dynamic behaviors, then they will serve as useful aids in the development of more accurate and selective reaction systems involving immobilized lipase reactors. Although a great many lipase-catalyzed reactions studied in the past were carried out in emulsion systems, there is an impetus to avoid use of emulsifiers because of several drawbacks for industrial processes, viz. 1) emulsions are sometimes difficult to break, and 2) replacing oil-bulk water interfaces by bound water-oil or bound water-organic solvent interfaces leads to lower deactivation rates. This statement is backed up by a careful inspection of Table 1 , in which only few references exist encompassing the use of immobilized lipases in emulsion systems.
Review
The discovery that lipases successfully catalyze reactions under almost anhydrous conditions in organic media (i.e., when water is eliminated except for an essential thin layer of water more or less tightly bound to the enzyme and required for maintenance of its integrity) has made the range of possible chemical reactions widen far beyond hydrolysis. However, an overview of Table I indicates an increasing trend for the use of solvent-free systems to accomplish reactions catalyzed by immobilized lipases, although it is known that use of solvents lowers the viscosity of the reaction system and thus facilitates such reactions in terms of mechanical processing. It is a fact that when reactions are carried out in a solvent, the reaction product(s) has to be cleaned and deodorized for safety of human use, and these processes are likely to destroy fine flavors, as in the case of lipolyzed butterfat. However, use of apolar (hydrophobic) solvents to liquefy substrates retards deactivation of the lipase, because most water is kept away from the enzyme folded structure (except for bound water needed for maintaining the integrity of the lipase's globular structure), thus promoting a more rigid lipase conformation. When the substrates for lipase-catalyzed reactions are solid at room temperature (e.g., butterfat and tallow), the absence of solvents to liquefy them by solubilization can be replaced by increasing the temperature (to values usually ranging from 30 to 60°C) to liquefy them by melting, and this increase in temperature is expected to accelerate deactivation of the immobilized lipase. From these arguments, it is obvious that decision of whether to select a solvent to carry out lipasecatalyzed reactions must carefully take several considerations into account and balance process and product constraints.
Despite all possible applications of immobilized lipases, it seems that hydrolysis and interesterification reactions (i.e., the most ancient and classical applications of lipases) are still the ones for which lipase reactors are most commonly employed; in addition, although applications of li-
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Enzyme Microb. Technol., 1996, vol. 18, May pases for low-molecular-weight acid and alcohol handling have been reported, preferred substrates are still long-chain organic compounds (see Table I ).
Search for lower operating costs (which depend heavily on the enzyme cost itself) has led, in the last few years, to an increase in the use of lipase reactors working on a continuous fashion although, on a laboratory scale, BSTRs are still the most appropriate choice for testing and comparing results obtained with other tentative configurations. A comparative assessment of the merits of an HFMR operated continuously for the controlled accelerated lipolysis of butterfat relative to the conventional free enzyme processI indicates that the membrane reactor provides a very attractive alternative to traditional batch reactor technology. The costs arising from addition of emulsifier, homogenization and stirring of butterfat, and thermal processing of the lipolyzed butterfat are nil for the immobilized lipase, whereas the costs resulting from addition of glycerol, and use of ethanol and hexane during the cleaning and regeneration step (when spent absorbed enzyme is removed and replaced with fresh lipase) are ml for the traditional process. The incremental costs associated with the immobilized lipase continuous process are more than 20 times smaller than the ones associated with the traditional one, arising primarily from the cost of the relatively large amount of lipase required by the latter process *O-therefore, the use of lipase in , an immobilized form leads to a much greater productivity. A major advantage here results from using adsorption to immobilize the lipase, because its low cost and feasibility of regeneration of the lipase activity (and consequent reuse of the support) provide clear economic benefits to the reactor technology in question.
Final remarks
The increasing availability of lipases from genetically engineered microbial sources, their intrinsic capacity to act as catalysts in both macro-and microaqueous systems coupled with their activation by oil-water interfaces, and the recent advances in the knowledge of structure-function relationships for their enzymes have contributed to a situation where lipases have generated the interest of a great number of both fundamental and applied researchers. However, although their range of potential features is very wide, their use in industrial scale is not yet very common, mainly because of the high cost normally associated with them or with supports used in immobilization procedures which are not reusable. Hence, major efforts in the near future should focus both on techniques on the genetic expression side to increase the amounts and improve the stability and activity of lipases, and on techniques on the material science side to improve the mechanical, diffusional, kinetic, and regeneration characteristics of the support.
It is expected that in the near future, the interchange of experiences and knowledge between crystallographers, biochemists, geneticists, and enzyme kineticists on the one hand, and food, chemical, and biochemical engineers on the other will create synergisms by allowing the former to learn what are the practical aims and constraints associated with industrial applications of lipases (and thus be able to design lipases to address these issues), and by allowing the latter to learn how advantage can be taken from the structural knowledge of lipases and their metabolic genesis to better design media, processes, and products in terms of biochemical, technical, and economic feasibility (and concomitantly optimize them in terms of volumetric efficiency). It is hoped that the present report will help achieve this goal. (cis-4,7,10,13,16,19 docosahexanoic acid) enzyme ethylene diamine cross-linkable resin prepolymer containing polyethylene glycol cross-linkable resin prepolymer containing polypropylene glycol C20:5w3 (&-5,8,11,14,17 eicosapentaenoic acid) epoxypropylsilanized PartiSphere-5 fluidized-bed reactor flow-through membrane reactor flat-sheet membrane reactor glutaraldehyde high density polyethylene high erucid acid rapeseed oil hollow-fiber membrane reactor hexamethylenediamine ionic forces packed-bed reactor polyethylene glycol polytetrafluoroethylene polyunsaturated fatty acids polyvinylchloride recycle dialysis reversed micellar reactor tresyl-activated silica van der Waals forces
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